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Get prepared to future
proof reward strategies
The speed and frequency of change impacting reward
practices and strategy mean keeping on top of all new
developments, particularly regulatory and legislative
change, can seem like a job in itself. But, as well as
meeting mandatory requirements, reward and benefits
professionals must also prepare for the impact of
legislative change on reward and business strategies.
Over the coming year, a number of pay and benefitsrelated initiatives are due to come into force, with several more looming
in 2018. These will require advance preparation if employers are to future
proof their reward strategies against the potential cost impact, without
damaging key factors such as employee engagement levels.
With the introduction of gender pay gap reporting; the rise in the
national living wage; changes to the tax and employer national insurance
contribution efficiencies on some salary sacrifice arrangements; and the
first increases in minimum contributions under pensions auto-enrolment
all fast approaching, employers should take steps now to ensure they have
a sustainable plan in place to mitigate the associated costs. Organisations
that have already begun to prepare for these changes appear to have taken
very different approaches; while some have cut back on perks, others have
taken the opposite stance and introduced new options for staff. Read more
about the issues to consider in Counting down on page 12.
Changing societal and demographic issues also need to be built into
a reward strategy if it is to remain fit for future purpose. An increasing
number of employees
now have caring
responsibilities outside
of the workplace,
so forward-thinking
organisations are
looking at how they can
support and engage their
working carers. Some
of the initiatives they
have introduced include
increased flexibility for
carers, family-friendly
events, line manager
training and peer support
networks. Read more in Take them under your wing on page 22.
Future trends and innovation in reward will be in focus at Employee
Benefits Connect 2017, which takes place on 1 March at the Park Plaza,
London. During the event, you can follow all of the news and trends at
www.employeebenefits.co.uk or on Twitter by following #EBConnect17.
I hope to see many of you there.
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Smart Employee Eyecare (SEE) have
helped alleviate the bulk of the workload
involved with issuing my colleagues VDU
and safety spectacles. I simply generate
a voucher for my colleague online and
SEE do the rest. I would not hesitate to
recommend them to any company.
Mike Gauld
QHSE Manager, Archer
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briefing

Ensuring unlimited
holiday is a good fit

10 the top 10 most read stories
1 EXCLUSIVE: Survey reports gender gap
Employee Benefits’ Salary survey 2017
found male respondents earn an average
basic annual salary of £78,600, compared to
female respondents’ salary of £54,500. bit.ly/2kEo6mc

Katie Scott | Reporter
Employee Benefits

2 Government sets out strategy to support
older employees to stay in work
A government report outlines the benefits
of remaining in work for longer, as well as
the need to retain older employees. bit.ly/2k487KM

motivation

3 Prince Harry has Time to Talk
Prince Harry visited the London Ambulance
Service in recognition of mental health
awareness day Time to Talk. bit.ly/2jUzpT8
4 Adam Kingl to present keynote speech
at Employee Benefits Connect 2017
Adam Kingl, executive director of thought
leadership at the London Business School
Executive Education, will open Employee
Benefits Connect 2017 on 1 March. bit.ly/2kFlDIi
Leeds-based recruitment and executive
search organisation Charlton Morris
introduced an unlimited leave policy for its
senior consultants in January 2017 as part of
a wider strategy to attract and retain talent.
Unlimited leave is available to consultants
who have been with the business for two
years or more, which currently accounts
for 14 of the organisation’s 41 employees.
Andy Shatwell, managing director at Charlton
Morris, said: “We trust our employees, we
reward our employees where we see fit, and
this is very much the next step for us.”
Unlimited holiday can demonstrate that
an employer trusts its employees to take
responsibility over holiday decisions,
empowering staff to select time off that
is right for them and that encourages
a healthy work-life balance. “The
responsibility that it gives [staff] is really
motivating,” said Shatwell.
Other employers that offer unlimited
paid leave for staff include Virgin
Management, Visualsoft and LinkedIn US.
However, removing the framework around
leave needs to be carefully managed if the
policy is to succeed, said Samantha Gee,
director at Verditer Consulting.
One potential issue is ensuring that
employees are not afraid to utilise the
freedom provided and that they continue to
take an adequate amount of time off. Senior
leaders have a key role to play here,
explained Shatwell. This involves providing
staff with an overview of what would be

considered acceptable and encouraging
employees to make the most of the policy.
Unlimited leave will not be appropriate
for all organisations and sectors, for example,
in industries where employees work shifts or
have to be physically present, such as in retail
and caring roles.
Offering the policy to certain groups
of employees rather than organisation-wide
could also pose a challenge. “It can really help
to give unlimited holiday to [the] senior team
but the problem then arises that [there is]
a different approach for the senior team
to other employees and that can have
its own problems: ones of equity and
parity,” said Gee.
Whether or not an unlimited leave policy
works for an organisation can largely depend
on its culture. At Charlton Morris, the two
years’ service eligibility criteria is designed
to boost retention and provide new starters
with time to settle into their roles and build
up their client base. “It’s something for our
employees to work towards. [They have] got
that insight that there is a motivation to stay
with the [organisation], that there are bigger
benefits on the horizon,” said Shatwell.
While unlimited leave can serve as a key
differentiator for some organisations,
alternative forms of flexible working may
be more relevant and effective for others. “I
think what organisations should have is a very
personal approach to flexible working, where,
how and when [employees] take holiday is
something that [they] can agree,” said Gee.

5 67% believe benefits would impact their
decision to move employer
The report by Equiniti also found that 41%
of respondents under 35 believe benefits
helped a decision to join their employer. bit.ly/2leLNOW
6 Draft regulations for pay gap reporting
The government has published its draft
regulations on mandatory gender pay gap
reporting for public sector organisations
with 250 or more employees. bit.ly/2jUAOJb
7 A day off after Super Bowl from Heinz
Heinz awarded US staff the Monday after
the Super Bowl game off work to avoid
productivity slumps. bit.ly/2kFz5fb
8 82% of employers are aware of the Fit
for Work service
PMI Health Group research found that 21%
of HR manager and director respondents
use the government’s Fit for Work service. bit.ly/2kcTPrs
9 47% see flexible working as desirable
Research by CV Library found that 72% of
employee respondents do not currently
receive any perks at work. bit.ly/2jJARuE
10 Pension funding deficit at £470bn

The funding deficit for defined benefit
pension schemes was £470 billion at
the end of January 2017, according to
PricewaterhouseCooper’s Skyval index. bit.ly/2kzyfOB
Most read stories online between 17 January 2017 and 6 February 2017
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tax &
legislation

The latest information on legislation and tax issues
affecting benefits, including the Employment Tribunal’s
ruling on age discrimination towards judges and Uber’s
agreement to settle on misleading pay claims in the US

Tribunal rules on judge
age discrimination case

pensions

Katie Scott | Reporter
Employee Benefits

In January 2017, the London Central
Employment Tribunal ruled that the
Ministry of Justice and Lord Chancellor had
discriminated against judges with regards
to changes to the judicial pension scheme.
Following the closure of the judicial pension
scheme in March 2015, serving judges were
transferred to a new judicial pension scheme,
however, older judges who were full
protection members or tapered protection
members, were able to stay in the original
scheme until their retirement or to the
end of their tapered protection period.
The claimants, a group of 210 judges,
argued this arrangement constituted age

discrimination because younger judges were
treated less favourably because of their age.
The respondents contended that the
changes to the judicial pension scheme
fulfilled the legitimate aim of protecting those
who were closest to retirement from the
financial effects of the pension changes.
The tribunal found that the changes to the
pension scheme were discriminatory on the
grounds of age, and that the reasons for doing
so were not justified by a legitimate aim.
Claire Bell, partner at law firm DLA
Piper, said: “Unlike other forms of direct
discrimination, age discrimination can be
objectively justified, so employers need
to ensure that if they are going to do
something that is, on the face of it, potentially
discriminatory, changes are objectively and
reasonably justified by a legitimate aim and it is
a proportionate means of achieving that aim.”
Faith Dickson, partner at Sackers, added:
“[In this case] the government has adopted a
very generic objective justification that
probably did work for certain groups, but it
didn’t work for the judges. Just because [an]
objective justification works for one part of
[the] workforce, doesn’t necessarily mean
that it works for everybody.”

pay

Uber settles misleading earnings claim
Uber has agreed to pay $20 million (£16,252,235) to settle a claim that it misled prospective
drivers by exaggerating how much they could earn in certain cities in the US.
The claim, which was brought forward by the US Federal Trade Commission (FTC), alleges
that Uber exaggerated the hourly and annual income drivers could earn in particular cities,
as well as details of its vehicle financing options, in a bid to attract new drivers.
In job listings featured on Uber’s website, the annual median incomes were advertised
at more than $90,000 (£73,230) in New York and $74,000 (£60,212) in San Francisco.
However, the FTC claims that a typical driver’s annual median income for these cities
was $61,000 (£49,634) and $53,000 (£43,124), respectively.
In addition, the claim contends that Uber’s Vehicle Solutions Programme advertised that
drivers could own a car for $140 (£114) a week or lease a car for $119 (£97) a week. The
FTC found that between late 2013 and April 2015 the median weekly payments exceeded
$160 (£130) and $200 (£163), respectively. The $20 million settlement will be used to refund
affected drivers in the US. The stipulated order also prohibits Uber from misrepresenting
drivers’ earnings, auto-finance terms and lease terms in the future.

Expert advice

Lorraine Heard is legal
director at national
law firm Bond Dickinson

Public sector needs
to pay close attention
to gender pay gap
From April, new legislation comes into effect that will
see all employers with 250 or more employees collect
and publish gender pay gap data annually, including:
their mean and median gender pay gap; their mean
and median gender bonus pay gap; the proportions of
male and females in each pay quartile; the proportions
of male and female employees in receipt of a bonus;
and a signed statement certifying the accuracy of
the information.
For public sector employers listed in Schedule 2 of the
Equality Act 2010 (Specific Duties and Public Authorities)
Regulations 2017, the gender pay gap is based on the
difference in the gross hourly rate of pay of male and
female full-pay employees for the pay period that
includes the snapshot date of 31 March, commencing
31 March 2017.
The bonus pay gap relates to bonus payments made
to relevant employees in the 12-month period prior to
the snapshot date.
Private sector and voluntary sector employers are
caught by separate regulations that require publication
of the same information by 4 April 2018, based on a
snapshot date of 5 April.
While the public sector gears itself up for the changes,
it is important to consider the following points.
Although publication is not required before 30
March 2018, the extraction of information should not
be delayed because determining which employees, and
which elements of pay to take into account, for which
periods, is fraught with complexity.
Additional information that assists with an analysis
of any gender pay gap should also be extracted to assist
with explaining the results of the calculations.
Involving a legal adviser should also be considered so
that the results of any pay modelling can benefit from
‘legal professional privilege’.
Organisations should also give careful consideration to
the presentation of the results, including the content of
any explanatory narrative.

@ Read also
More advice from
tax and legal experts
bit.ly/218Molw
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

What businesses can learn from UK Sport

UK Sport’s journey of transformation is inspiring on many levels, but what lessons does
this hold for businesses, regardless of size or industry sector?
One of the world’s greatest symbols
of excellence is the Olympic and Paralympic
medal. It represents years of hard work,
sacrifice, growth and transformation for
the extensive network that underpins an
athlete’s success.
Great Britain’s record-breaking performance
at the 2016 Rio Olympics and Paralympics
made it the first nation in history to increase its’
medal haul post hosting the Games.
It also marked a major milestone in UK Sport’s
journey of transformation. The challenges it
faced may seem unique, but regardless of size
and industry sector, any business can learn from
their success.
Articulate a clear vision
Like most success stories, UK Sport began with
articulating a clear vision – to inspire the nation
through more medals and more medalists.
Achieving this required a strategy that could
track, monitor and push for excellence across
a sporting community that had been fractured.
In 1996, Great Britain ranked 36th on the
world stage, with 15 medals won at the Atlanta
Olympics. Twenty years later, this simple but
bold vision paid off, as Great Britain finished
second on both the Olympic and Paralympic
medal tables with 214 medals overall and 255
medalists with a nation truly inspired by their
sporting heroes.
Don’t compromise on excellence
Fundamental to UK Sport’s success has been
their refusal to compromise on excellence,
which has helped the team ensure focus and
cut out distractions.
Its strategy has involved a ‘mission control’,
where a core team zones in on three areas
crucial for success; athletes, system and
climate. Taking this detailed and focused
approach, UK Sport employs forensic profiling
to understand what each sport needs to
succeed, with insight through their High
Performance Unit. A coding system tracks

“We’re privileged to be a partner of UK
Sport, giving the athletes access to the world
class support they need to make the next
Olympic Games an even greater success.”
Patrick Watt, Corporate Director, Bupa UK

Bupa_advertorial_EB_010317.ps 1

progress to ensure sports are on target to
deliver their medal potential.
Similar to the challenge faced by some
businesses, sports had previously worked in
silos, competing on many fronts. UK Sport’s
‘one team, one mission’ mantra brought this to
a close, encouraging sports to share knowledge
and best practice.
Investment in your people
Right from the start, UK Sport has increased
its investment in people to bring them on the
journey of achieving an ambitious vision.
Development programmes for coaches and
leaders attract and retain the best talent, but
tracking engagement helps UK Sport zone in
on how people feel about progress.
The Olympics and Paralympics is the
ultimate test for any athlete. Their mental
health and resilience are given as much focus
as physical health to help ensure the athletes
are in the best shape possible to optimise their
motivation, handle the pressure of Olympic
and Paralympic preparation, stay strong in their
self-belief, and maintain focus.
Carefully consider your partners
Like many businesses, UK Sport knows
partners are vital to growing and improving
their performance. The health and wellbeing

of athletes has always been paramount and UK
Sport needs a partner they can trust to deliver
an exceptional service in this area.
Since 2002, Bupa UK has provided UK
Sport’s athletes with access to the best quality
healthcare, preventing and minimising injuries
and giving reassurance.
Team GB double Olympic silver medalist
Becky James said: “As an athlete, knowing
we’ve got access to the outstanding medical
support and expertise from Bupa UK, as well as
the day to day support we receive is incredible.
I’ve witnessed first-hand the benefits of the
Bupa UK partnership. The expert treatment has
allowed me to focus on my recovery and come
back a better athlete.”
Chief Executive Liz Nicholl describes it as a
“continued partnership which demonstrates the
importance of injury prevention and fast recovery
in the world of elite sport where fine margins can
make all the difference.
“Our renewed partnership with Bupa, which
complements the world class care provided
by the home country sports institutes, provides
fantastic peace of mind for athletes and coaches.
It allows them to concentrate
on their performances and get
to the start line confident they
are among the best prepared
in the world.”

13/02/2017 10:26

events

Roundtable discussions on the hottest topics are set to take place at Employee Benefits
Connect, while the Employee Benefits Awards and Summer Party spotlights achievement

Recognise the
year’s success
Employee Benefits Awards
celebrates achievement
The Employee Benefits Awards and Summer
Party 2017 is just three months away.
Now in its 15th year, the event will
bring together HR, reward and benefits
professionals to celebrate their successes
and hard work over the past year.
The event will be held on Friday 9 June
at the Artillery Garden at the HAC, London,
where attendees will be able to enjoy
a relaxed and sociable atmosphere to
network with peers and industry leaders.
Following a welcome drinks reception, the
2017 Employee Benefits Awards winners
will be announced during an awards
presentation over a three-course lunch. The
celebrations will continue into the afternoon
with the annual summer party, complete
with fairground rides and games for
attendees to enjoy.

Hop topics are all
up for discussion
with the experts
Delegates at Employee Benefits Connect
can participate in roundtable discussions
on a range of topics, with the opportunity to
put questions to industry experts and peers.
The annual one-day event, held on
Wednesday 1 March at Park Plaza, London,
will host roundtable discussions across six
core themes: holistic wellbeing; technology
and innovation; employee engagement;
driving performance; talent management;
and data analytics.
Delegates can book their place at the
roundtable discussion that will shed light
on the challenges facing their organisations
when they arrive at the event.
The roundtable sessions will focus on a
range of hot topics, including the future of
car schemes, and how poor financial
planning among employees could have
long-term repercussions on performance.
Roundtable discussions will be led by:
Barnett Waddingham, Corporate Adviser,
Neyber, Novalease, Platforum, Simplyhealth,
Tusker and Wealth at Work.
For more information, visit
www.employeebenefitsconnect.co.uk

Judging panel for Employee Benefits Awards
draws on a wealth of collected experience
The judging panel for the Employee Benefits Awards
2017 will draw on a wealth of collected experience
in HR, compensation and benefits across a range of
industry sectors to select this year’s shortlisted and
winning entries.
The expert judging panel will comprise more than
25 employee benefits professionals, including Jo Bean,
head of total rewards, UK and Ireland at Samsung and
winner of the 2016 Employee Benefits professional of
the year award.
Debs Chapman, head of reward and pensions at Shop
Direct; Jon Berry, head of human resources
at Frontier Agriculture; Sarah Purnell, director,
compensation and benefits at Travelport; Neil Goodwin,
head of reward at Countrywide Group;
Ian Hodson, head of reward at University of Lincoln; and
Sam Kirk, reward director at TalkTalk are also among the
HR, reward and benefit professionals
to sit on this year’s awards judging panel.

The Employee Benefits Awards 2017 will recognise
best practice across a range of categories, including
best pensions communications, best healthcare and
wellbeing benefits, and best alignment of benefits to
business strategy.

To book a table or find out more, visit www.employeebenefitsawards.co.uk
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the hub

The hub...
Louise’s lowdown

People moves

Employee benefits have a critical role to play
in supporting over-50s in the workplace

George takes
on reward at
Equifax
Equifax has made
Katherine George
interim Europe,
Middle East and
Africa (EMEA)
reward lead.
Previously,
George was
interim human
resource business
partner reward at
the BBC, benefits
manager EMEA
at SThree and
interim reward
specialist at
Mondi Group.

Downard joins
Royal College
of Surgeons
Lorraine Downard
has joined the
commercial
branch of the
Royal College
of Surgeons of
Edinburgh as
HR manager.
In this role,
Downard will
motivate and build
the team across
the organisation’s
key sites in
order to help
facilitate sustained
future growth.

Tonnon makes
a new start
at Insight
Stefan Tonnon
has become
vice-president,
human resources,
Europe, Middle
East and Africa
(EMEA) at
global intelligent
technology
organisation
Insight. Tonnon
was previously
senior director,
human resources,
EMEA at
Riverbed
Technology.

Caicedo joins
RCOG as head
of HR
Fernando
Caicedo has
joined the Royal
College of
Obstetricians and
Gynaecologists
as head of HR.
Previously,
Caicedo held
positions at
charity Leonard
Cheshire
Disability,
including senior
HR projects lead
and senior HR
business partner.

Simplyhealth
promotes
Williams
Corinne Williams
has been promoted
to director, HR and
engagement at
health organisation
Simplyhealth. Her
previous roles at
the organisation
include head of
human resources,
and HR business
solutions manager.
Prior to joining
Simplyhealth,
Williams was HR
business partner
at Vodafone.

Iotec appoints
Beney as HR
director
Intent marketing
organisation Iotec
has appointed
Claire Beney
human resources
director. In the
newly created
role, Beney will
deliver people
initiatives and
strategies that
encourage a
positive and
professional
culture, utilising
her 10 years
of experience.

In February 2017, the
government published
its Fuller working lives:
a partnership approach
report, outlining its
strategy to encourage
individuals over the
age of 50 to remain
in work. This includes partnering with
employers to better support people to
stay in work for longer or to re-enter the
workforce, whether that be employees
looking to continue in the same work or
those taking on a different career path.
Andy Briggs, chief executive officer
at Aviva UK Life and the government’s
business champion for older workers
alongside Business in the Community’s
age at work leadership team, which he
chairs, has also put out a call for action:
a million more older people in work by
2022, with UK employers increasing the
number of 50-69 year olds that they
employ by 12% in the next five years.
To help employers reach this goal, Briggs
and Business in the Community have
published a how-to guide that sets out
three key steps: understanding the
workforce demographic; listening to older
employees’ needs; and taking action to
retain, retrain and recruit older staff.
Encouraging employees to remain in
work for longer could help to address
myriad issues, from skills shortages,
which are expected to be compounded by
Brexit, to pensions, health and care costs
groaning under the weight of an ageing
population. There are advantages for
individuals too, such as the social
interaction, financial gains and fulfilment
many find in work, while employers can
benefit from the knowledge, experience,
and diverse perspectives of older workers.
However, not all those who stay in the
workforce for longer do so out of choice,

and even when they do willingly remain in
the workplace, they can face barriers such
as a lack of learning opportunities, health
issues, and caring responsibilities.
This is where employee benefits have
a role to play, positioned in a supportive,
inclusive and flexible workplace culture.
Health and wellbeing programmes can
ensure that older workers receive
the support they require; a benefits
proposition that offers choice can enable
staff to select the benefits that best suit
their lifestyles; tailored motivation and
recognition strategies can help to keep
older workers happy and engaged with
the organisation; flexible-working policies
can allow older workers to take a phased
approach to retirement or adjust their
working patterns as needed; care-related
benefits such as emergency eldercare or
carer networks can provide support for
employees who may be caring for a
partner, relative or grandchild; and
financial wellbeing schemes can help
older workers to manage their finances
as their circumstances change.
According to the Resolution
Foundation’s January 2017 Live long and
prosper? report, 28% of those born in the
period 2001-2015 are expected to reach
100 years old, rising to 36% of those born
between 2016 and 2035. So this is not
just about best practice in supporting
older workers now and through to 2022,
rather it is the bedrock of what could be
a long-term shift in the profile of the
workforce. How long will someone
aged over 50 even be considered
an ‘older worker’?

Social media
@employeebenefit
search EmployeeBenefits
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month
in numbers

The month in numbers
Katie Scott rounds up some of February’s
key facts and figures relating
to employee benefits

86%

of employee respondents
under the age of 35 believe
that employee benefits
packages would impact upon
their decision to move jobs in
the future (Source: Equiniti)
bit.ly/2leLNOW

60%

of HR manager and director respondents
believe that the government’s Fit for Work
service places too much focus on fitness
for work rather than early intervention
measures and phased returns to work
(Source: PMI Health Group)
bit.ly/2kcTPrs

43%

of employee
respondents feel
valued for their
contribution to the
organisation they
work for (Source:
Dragonfish)
bit.ly/2jYsFrY

£62,000

is the average annual
basic salary for
reward and benefits
professionals (Source:
Employee Benefits)
bit.ly/2kEo6mc

49%

of health insurance
claims among
employees in the
construction and
building sector relate
to musculoskeletal
disorders
(Source: ECIS)
bit.ly/2lfb0cE

46%

of Canadian employee
respondents would
participate in
employer-provided
education programmes
for mental health
and stress reduction
(Source: Sun Life
Financial)
bit.ly/2kJnAmM
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big
question

This month’s big quesঞon...

How can employers do more
to support working fathers?

do you agree?
Join the discussion by searching for the
EmployeeBenefits group on:

Last year, when
we introduced 20
weeks of enhanced
shared parental pay
at Dentsu Aegis
Network to match
our maternity and
adoption offering,
we knew not
much would change in the short term.
We wanted to do the right thing and
set a positive example in the media and
advertising industry by enhancing shared
parental pay across all 22 businesses within
our growing group. But we were also aware
that the financial impact would be small,
certainly in year one.
Businesses and society as a whole
need to go through a huge cultural
transformation before fathers and coparents feel confident to take advantage
of these benefits. That is why we are
challenging 50 fathers and co-parents
to take shared parental leave this year.
As businesses continue to invest in
retaining more of their talented mums and
primary adopters, fathers and co-parents
can get left behind. It is often overlooked
that their life has been transformed too,
with sleepless nights and the pressures that
come with parenthood. Organisations must
invest in supporting their people through
career and life events. For fathers and
co-parents that means specific support
and coaching tools tailored to their needs.
This is vital from a wellbeing point of
view and maximises an employee’s chance
of success; a clear mutual benefit shared
with employers. It also signals that it is
not only acceptable to take advantage
of benefits like paid parental leave, but
encouraged. If you build it, they will come.
Importantly, supporting working fathers
also has a positive impact on long-term
gender equality, because we will never
achieve true equality in the workplace until
home life is more balanced and equal too.
At Dentsu Aegis, this will be a key part
of our inclusion agenda and people plan in
2017 and beyond.

For many years,
employers have
understood that to
get the best out of
their female staff,
they need to find
ways of helping
them combine work
and motherhood.
More recently, a few enlightened employers
have started to think about how they can
support working dads too.
But there is still a long way to go. Many
employers do not even top up paternity
leave beyond the statutory £139.58 a
week, for example, and many have failed to
match their shared parental leave offer to
their enhanced maternity provisions.
If employers want to stand out from the
crowd as being father-friendly, here are
three ideas for changes they could make.
First, rethink parenting leave. The
two weeks’ leave most men get is paltry
compared to that of their partners and
clarifies to everyone that dads are for
breadwinning, and mums for care-giving.
Employers could offer mums six months’
non-transferable, well-paid leave, and
the same for dads. Or introduce a full- or
well-paid, use-it-or-lose-it ‘daddy month’,
to be taken later in the child’s first year. At
the very least, pay paternity leave at full
salary, and enhance shared parental leave
to match maternity leave.
Second, make flexible working the new
normal. It is easy for flexible working to
remain hidden away in an HR manual. Make
life easier for everyone, including working
dads, by offering all jobs on the basis that
they can be worked flexibly.
Third, close the gender pay gap. If
employers are paying men more than
women, why? And what does that say
about the commitment they are expecting
of each? Until men and women can be
confident of finding jobs that pay the same
rate, it will remain too easy for couples to
slip into the ‘traditional’ model where the
dad brings home more of the bacon and the
mum does the lion’s share of the childcare.

The Family and
Childcare Trust
currently runs
the Young Dads
Collective (YDC),
which works with
young dads aged 25
and under to effect
change and raise
awareness of the specific challenges young
men face during their transition from young
person to young parent. Young dads are
almost invisible in government policy, and
to many employers as well. While we know
that there is work to be done on improving
the workplace for all fathers, we have even
further to go for young dads.
I talked to YDC about their experiences
of work and what could be done to help
them be great employees as well as great
dads. The change they wanted was simple:
they wanted employers to recognise them
as fathers. They wanted to be asked about
being a dad and their children, when their
birthdays were, what things they liked
doing. This would make it easier for them
to talk about their responsibilities as a
parent and work with their employer to
balance these responsibilities.
They also talked about how becoming a
father had put pressure on them to support
their family financially. For some, this meant
an end to studies or apprenticeships so
as to increase the money coming in. This
meant missing out on opportunities that
could boost their earning capacity now or
later in life, but also meant having to make
difficult career choices early in life.
Several felt that mentoring would be
really useful in helping them to learn
about job opportunities that were out
there, and how they could get them.
So, here are two easy steps that
employers could take to help support
young fathers: create some space for
talking about being a dad, and free up
employees to mentor younger people.

Paula Cunnington
is HR director, UK and Ireland at
Dentsu Aegis Network

Jeremy Davies
is head of communications
at the Fatherhood Institute

Megan Jarvie
is head of policy and public affairs
at the Family and Childcare Trust
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How can employers deal
with the costs of imminent
legislative changes?

Need to know
• New legislation on the horizon could increase
pay bills in certain sectors.
• Changes to salary sacrifice arrangements could
also affect the benefits mix.
• Reward professionals need to ensure they
communicate with employees, the wider
business and government.

@

How will the national living wage
impact reward strategies?
bit.ly/2j91kyQ

Nick Martindale |
Freelance journalist

This year, a raft of pay- and benefits-related
initiatives will come into force or appear on the
horizon, from the rise in the national living wage
to the introduction of gender pay reporting,
followed by the increase in auto-enrolment
contributions due in 2018. Against a broader
backdrop of Brexit and the changes outlined in the
Autumn Statement regarding salary sacrifice, the
pressure is on those working in pay and reward
roles to make the numbers stack up without
damaging employee retention or engagement.
Jeff Fox, head of strategic benefit consulting at
Aon Employee Benefits, says: “Last year, we saw an
unprecedented set of circumstances that created
major headwinds for those in organisations who
look after reward, which would include pay,
benefits and anything to do with strategy.
“Gender pay is going to be a big issue; if the
information doesn’t cast things in the right light,
[employers] will have to make some fairly significant
pay decisions, which could cause some challenges.”
Employers will need to think of a sustainable way
of dealing with the costs related to upcoming
legislative changes, says Jack Curzon, head of
scheme design at Thomsons Online Benefits.
“While, in isolation, the legislation may seem like a
small cost, when you add them all up throughout a
year they do increase businesses’ costs,” he adds.
However, different issues will affect organisations
in different ways, says Duncan Brown, head of HR
consultancy at the Institute for Employment
Studies. “The living wage has been very specific in
terms of the sectors affected, and it’s largely social
care and childcare where organisations have faced
increased costs,” he says.
“Auto-enrolment is an additional cost and I have
seen some employers not give pay awards to help
fund it, but over the entire labour market they’re
recognising they risk higher turnover so it ends up
costing them more. The evidence is that employers

Read also

have been able to absorb these costs so far, either
by taking lower margins or by raising prices.”
A report by Incomes Data Research (IDR) for the
Low Pay Commission on the impact of the national
living wage, published in October 2016, found that
more than half of employers (55%) had not tried to
offset additional costs, although 85% of those in
the social care and housing sector and 71% of
those in childcare had at least considered it. The
most common tactic under review is to alter grading
structures (13% of all respondents) or to introduce
age-related pay for those aged under 25 (9%).
One response could be to reduce headcount,
particularly in sectors such as care, says Alison
Garrow, senior associate at employment law firm
Doyle Clayton. “The irony is that these higher
minimum rates of pay, designed to improve benefits
for employees, could result in job losses in some
sectors where the organisations involved cannot
afford the increased rates,” she adds.
There is little evidence so far that benefits
are being directly affected, although 3% of
respondents to the IDR research said they had

National living wage offsetting
measures employers either have
implemented or are considering
implementing
(Source: Incomes Data Research’s Impact of the national living
wage: a report for the Low Pay Commission, October 2016)

55%

No changes

Change grading
structures

13%

Age pay for
under 25

9%

Reduce unsocial
hours premiums

8%

End paid breaks

5%

Reduce non-pay
benefits

3%

Change working
hours

2%

Amend or alter
location pay

1%
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reduced, or were considering reducing, non-pay benefits, rising to 18% in the childcare sector where this
was the most common response. However, some high-street retailers have cut back on perks such as
discounted staff rates, paid breaks, or pay premiums for weekend or evening shifts, says Charles Cotton,
performance and reward adviser at the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development. “But employees
viewhospitality
– Talent management
Employee
view –could
Global
study
inEmployer
the retail and
sector do value these things,
so [employers]
beworkforce
shooting themselves
in the
foot,” he adds.
1Organisations
Base pay/salary
Base pay/salary
should focus instead on making employees
more productive, such as by looking at how
jobs are designed.
2Some
Career
advancement
Career
advancement
opportunities
organisations
are opportunities
going out of their way to avoid
cutting
back on benefits.
John Letizia, head of
public affairs at Unum, says: “In the past few years, there has been evidence of where [employers] have not
3 Relationship
with
Trust/confidence
in senior
awarded
significant
paysupervisor/manager
rises but have increased the level
of benefit provision,
forleadership
example by adding new
benefits to the package such as group income protection.”
4Despite
Manage/limit
work-related
stress
Job security
this, there
are signs that
benefits packages may
be reviewed to help generate savings. “Some
[organisations] may take things away or change something dramatically to make an initial saving but most
5 Learningare
and
development
of commute
[employers]
actually
looking opportunities
to make benefits moreLength
sustainable
in the future,” says Curzon. “It may be a
subtle design change to make sure they control PMI [private medical insurance] premiums, so they’ll know
that it won’t be possible for them to go up by more than 15% next year.”
In addition, organisations may bring in initiatives around workplace health in general, introducing low-cost
benefits such as free fruit in the workplace to help prevent employees becoming ill in the first place.
The uncertainty over the long-term future of salary sacrifice also means businesses are moving away from
the concept of offering certain benefits purely for tax reasons. “The conversation we’re having with
[employers] is to
effectively question
whether they should base
their benefits strategy on
tax savings, when those
may be gone in 10 years,”
Proportion of employers that have implemented,
says Curzon. “In 20 years,
or are considering implementing, national living
there may be no salary
wage offsetting changes, by sector (Source: Incomes Data
sacrifice [efficiencies] or
Research’s Impact of the national living wage: a report for the Low Pay Commission, October 2016)
tax savings at all, so, to
future-proof their
strategy, [organisations]
need to realise that they
can’t base the principles
of their benefits on that.”
This means employers
are already making
changes to some salary
sacrifice-related policies,
says Fox. “We’re seeing a
cutback on arrangements
where employers would
share any national
insurance (NI) savings
with employees,
because employers
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13%

40%

71%

61%

46%

Proportion of
respondents

42%

85%
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Viewpoint
David Baxter is counsel
at law firm Ashurst
Many listed organisations
will be presenting their
directors’ remuneration
policy to shareholders at
their 2017 annual general
meeting (AGM) for the first time since 2014.
Renewal of the policy comes against a
background of increasing calls for executive
pay restraint and the risk of another
‘shareholder spring’ if investors are not
happy with what they see.
A key area on which remuneration
committees must focus is whether the
traditional long-term incentive plan (L-tip)
remains fit for purpose. The Investment
Association’s working group has urged
committees to look at alternatives to see
which is most appropriate for the
organisation’s strategy and business needs.
One of the alternative models raised by
the working group is the annual grant to
executives of restricted share awards. No
performance conditions would apply to such
awards with vesting being dependent only
on remaining in service. As a corollary,
investors would expect awards to be granted
at approximately half the level of current
L-tip awards in terms of value.
It seems inevitable that more restricted
share plans will be put to shareholders this
year although a dramatic shift away from the
traditional L-tip is unlikely. For many firms,
sticking with their L-tip will still be valid after
reviewing the alternatives. Additionally,
although it may militate against the move for
simplicity, some organisations will choose to
run a restricted share plan alongside an L-tip
with a balance of awards under the two.

Case study | Wild Card Brewery
Wild Card Brewery sees the value in going beyond the minimum
Walthamstow-based micro-brewery and bar
Wild Card Brewery decided to pay its staff the
London living wage, as determined by the Living
Wage Foundation, from its launch in 2012.
The London living wage is a voluntary rate,
calculated around the basic cost of living. It rose
from £9.40 to £9.75 an hour in October 2016,
with living wage employers expected to
implement the new rate by May 2017. The
national living wage, which is the statutory
minimum for employees aged 25 and over, is set
to rise from £7.20 to £7.50 an hour in April 2017.

Andrew Birkby, co-founder, says: “It makes
commercial sense. By paying our employees
better than the national living wage, we get
more out of them in terms of productivity, staff
retention and how they represent the brand.
The hospitality sector has a high turnover of
staff but a lot of ours have been with us from
the beginning. That saves money in terms of
training too.”
As a small employer, paying the London living
wage is Wild Card’s main tool in attracting and
retaining staff.

The investment seems to be paying off; the
brewery picked up the Time Out award for the
best bar in its borough in November 2016.
Wild Card Brewery intends to keep pace with
future increases in the London living wage. “It’s
a stretch but what we get back from our staff
makes it well worth the money,” says Birkby.
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of benefits that attract tax and employer NI
contribution advantages when offered via
salary sacrifice, this is not guaranteed to last.
Changes around the tax treatment of company
cars have also seen a move away from employers
offering that as a benefit, accelerating a trend that
• The national living wage will rise from
was already happening in the wake of higher costs
£7.20 to £7.50 an hour from April 2017.
stemming from new legislation, says Fox.
“It’s not just salary sacrifice; if you offer someone
• From April 2017, the minimum wage will
a cash equivalent and they take a car with it, from
increase to £7.05 an hour for 21–24-yearApril they will lose their tax benefits,” adds Fox. “So
olds, £5.60 for 18–20-year-olds, £4.05 for
employers are saying this isn’t a benefit they can
under-18s and £3.50 for apprentices.
sustain any more, and they need a fundamental
redesign of the product. There’s potentially a move
• Gender pay gap reporting regulations for
away from company cars anyway, but that cash
private and voluntary sector employers
equivalent is highly questionable now.”
with 250 or more employees are set to
On the reward side, one option to cope with
come into effect from April 2017, with a
higher costs could be to reduce the use of
snapshot date of 5 April. The snapshot
overtime, says Garrow. “In cases of voluntary
date for public sector organisations is
overtime, an employer should consider whether the
expected to be 31 March.
work can be restructured so that the business is
less reliant on overtime,” she says. “They may also
• From April 2017, the government will limit
be able to agree changes to when overtime applies.”
the range of benefits that attract tax and
But employers must beware in case staff have a
employer NI contribution advantages
contractual right to overtime, meaning changes can
when offered through a salary sacrifice
be made only with the employee’s consent.
arrangement or where the employee is
Where employers make adjustments, it is vital
given a choice between a benefit in kind
they communicate effectively with the workforce.
and a cash allowance.
The gender pay reporting requirements could be
a particular challenge, says Cotton. “[Employers]
• The minimum employer contribution rate
should let employees know what’s been found
under pensions auto-enrolment will rise
before they read it on the government’s website or
to 2% from April 2018 and to 3% from
in a newspaper, as well as what steps [they] are
April 2019.
taking to reduce [any gender pay gaps],” he says.
“[They] may need to explain that the gender pay
gap isn’t the same as equal pay, and they may have
issues around the recruitment and retention of women, and what [they’re] doing about that.”
Meanwhile, HR must be stronger in resisting pressure to overhaul reward and benefits packages, says
Brown. “There’s a lot of evidence that cuts in these areas are generally quite short-termist and have
damaging implications,” he explains. “HR hasn’t been good enough at communicating that investing in
people pays off, and to some extent the government has forced it on them. We have to get much better at
getting value out of that additional cost.”
Monica Kalia, chief strategy officer at Neyber, adds: “Our current difficult environment can be countered
by closer engagement with employees to ensure that their opinions are heard, as well as with government
to ensure that policy changes are not made with unintended consequences. The fact that the government
is concerned about people who are ‘just about managing’ provides a great opportunity for the reward and
benefits community to have its views heard.”

Key dates

are essentially saving for the future and acting
ahead of the curve,” he says. “We’re also seeing a
reduction in the extent of choice available, partly
because some benefits have lost tax perks. They’re
perhaps thinking of retaining the key ones, such as
bikes [for work], pensions and childcare vouchers,
[so far unaffected by government change].”
Employers are also less likely to implement new
salary sacrifice arrangements due to concern about
rising costs and future changes, says Kim Hayton,
HR director at FDR Law. “There is a nervousness
about introducing anything new unless there is a
contractual requirement in place,” she says.
While pensions, bikes for work, childcare and
ultra-low-emission vehicles are currently exempt
from the government’s move to limit the range
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Beneﬁts
engagement
that shows
staﬀ you care
At Staffcare, we deliver truly innovative technology that empowers
businesses to deliver best in class employee benefit programmes.

Our software solutions make the burden
of administration, normally associated with
beneﬁts, a thing of the past. By seamlessly
integrating with third party beneﬁt provider
systems, we save employee beneﬁt
professionals precious time and money.

The ﬁrst step to staﬀ caring about their
beneﬁts, is making them easily accessible.
Our mobile app is the latest step towards
bringing people and their employee
beneﬁts together.

We are helping to change the ever
advancing world of employee beneﬁts
for the better.

To hear how Staffcare can help transform
your employee benefits communication,
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health
& wellbeing

A matter
of access

Need to know
• Apps make it easier to use a health cash plan,
pushing up claims volumes but delivering
greater benefit to employees and employers.

Technology is playing a significant role in
the evolution of health cash plans

• Virtual GP services are the latest benefit
addition, responding to long waiting times
to see a local doctor.
• Some cash plan providers have absorbed
increases in insurance premium tax but
many expect to see premiums increase
in the next 12 months.

@

Top tips for providing healthcare
initiatives on a budget
bit.ly/2f8r67Y

images: iStock

Sam Barrett |
Freelance journalist

Health cash plans have provided cover for everyday health
costs since the days of Queen Victoria. But, while the principle
remains the same, plenty has changed to ensure they remain
just as relevant today.
Technology is playing a significant part in their evolution,
enabling enhancements to benefits and customer service. On
the benefits front, online health information and virtual GP
services are becoming standard elements.
Colin Perry, head of corporate marketing at Simplyhealth,
says: “Our members can access a GP by phone or webcam at
any time of [the] day or night. This can be very reassuring,
especially when [they] might have to wait a couple of weeks to
see a GP, and it also benefits employers by reducing absence.”
Many health cash plan providers have also launched apps,
providing employees with health information and details of
benefit allowances. Some of the apps also enable employees
to submit claims. For example, Medicash received 55,000
claims through its app in 2016.
Paul Gambon, sales director at Medicash, says: “It makes
claiming so much easier. [Employees] can submit a claim while
they’re still in the opticians or dentist and the money will be
back in their account in a few days.”
Making it this easy has some potential downsides, with
providers seeing their reserves nibbled away due to an increase
in the volume of claims. However, the simpler administration
process can reduce overheads, says Gambon. “We want to
pay more claims,” he says. “It adds value.”

Read also

Broader benefits
Providers are also expanding cover to address changes in
employee needs. For example, Health Shield extended its
Home Assistance benefit to employees’ parents, enabling
them to access 14 hours of care in the home following a
planned hospital stay of two or more nights.
Jonathan Burton, chief executive at Health Shield, says:
“More people are having to look after elderly parents. This
can affect their productivity in the workplace, [so] we
wanted to offer a benefit that offered some support.”
Recent acquisitions also suggests some cash plan providers
are looking to broaden their remit. BHSF bought Nexus
Healthcare last September and, at the beginning of 2017,
Health Shield acquired occupational health specialist Prevent.
Stuart Scullion, chairman of the Association of Medical
19
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Case study | Hywel Dda University
Hywel Dda University Health Board helps staff fund everyday health
Hywel Dda University Health Board is responsible for providing healthcare services to
around 384,000 people across Carmarthenshire, Ceredigion and Pembrokeshire. It also
cares about the health and wellbeing of its 10,000 employees, having introduced a
Health Shield-provided cash plan in 2013 to help staff fund everyday health needs.
Andrea Thomas, senior terms, conditions and benefits manager at Hywel Dda, says:
“We wanted to provide our employees with a benefit that they could use to support
their health and wellbeing at work and at home.”
Alongside more traditional cash plan benefits such as optical, dental and
physiotherapy, the plan includes a benefit that enables
employees to access a range of alternative therapies.
“Employees really appreciate the variety of benefits on
offer through the cash plan,” adds Thomas. “And they
like the fact their claims are settled quickly, with the
money back in their accounts in a matter of days.”
The cash plan is available on a voluntary basis,
with Health Shield supporting Hywel Dda’s benefit
promotions. This includes running staff presentations
and attending health and wellbeing days.
“Last year, 200 new employees signed up for the cash
plan,” says Thomas. “It does take time but as more and
more people see what they can claim for, we expect
word of mouth will help to drive take-up.”

Insurers and Intermediaries (AMII), says: “By moving into occupational health, providers want to
provide more support to employers. There’s a need for differentiation in a competitive market.”
Providers are also pushing up awareness of the product in the employee benefits market. This
includes initiatives such as employee presentations, health and wellbeing days and sponsorship
deals, such as Simplyhealth’s partnership with The Great Run Series and Westfield Health’s
support of the British Transplant Games.
According to LaingBuisson’s Health cover UK market report, published in January 2017,
896,000 people had an employer-paid cash plan at the end of 2015. This represents an increase
of nearly 10% on the previous year. But while the number of people covered may be increasing,
so too is something less attractive: insurance premium tax (IPT). Following a series of increases,
this has risen from 6% in 2015 to 12% from June 2017.
Cash plan providers have taken different approaches to dealing with this; while some have
passed on the increases, others have absorbed them. However, this is putting excess pressure on
them, says Scullion. “Absorbing the IPT increases cuts into providers’ running costs,” he says.
“Margins are already tight and this will put pressure on pricing.”

the value of the
employer-paid UK health
cash plan market

the average annual price
paid per employer-funded
plan in 2015

(Source: Health cover UK market

(Source: Health cover UK market

report, LaingBuisson, January 2017)

report, LaingBuisson, January 2017)

Chris Cannon, business development manager at Jelf Group,
says: “I’ve seen one case where the premium increased by
100%,” he adds. “The employer wasn’t happy with this,
especially as it is hard to budget for this level of increase, but
the cash plan still offered good value even at the higher price.”
While higher premiums are expected, the broad range of
benefits and simple claims processes mean that cash plans
should remain an attractive way of engaging employees
with their health and wellbeing

Did you know?
47% of employees rank eyecare as one of their top 3 preferred benefits
We are a partnership between ASE Corporate Eyecare and Boots offering advice, expertise and a range
of products and services in the area of workplace healthcare, with a focus on corporate eyecare.
T. 0844 800 4028

E. sales@eyecareplans.co.uk

www.eyecareplans.co.uk
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benefits
for carers

Take them
under your wing

Need to know
• Providing flexibility for employees is one of the
most effective ways of retaining and motivating
carers in the workplace.

How to engage carers in the workforce
is a key issue for many employers

• Line-manager training is essential to ensure that
direct managers understand the different ways
in which they can support carers.
• Internal networks or peer-support groups can
help individuals in similar circumstances to
connect across an organisation.

@

Read also

What will caring policies of the future
look like?
bit.ly/2lQcHgh

Katie Scott | Reporter
Employee Benefits

Last month, Facebook announced plans to introduce up to six weeks’ paid leave for its US
employees to care for a sick relative, as well as paid family sick time comprising up to three
days’ paid leave to care for a family member with a short-term illness such as flu.
While some employees will inevitably be caring for relatives on a much longer-term basis,
initiatives such as these are a positive step when it comes to supporting and engaging those
with caring responsibilities.
According to Carers UK’s Building carer-friendly communities research, published in June 2016,
where employers do not have policies in place to support carers, 72% of carers have reduced
their working hours or given up work completely in order to care. The charity’s 2016 data also
indicates that there are over three million individuals who currently juggle work with care
arrangements, signalling a significant workforce demographic with very specific, yet diverse,
caring responsibilities and needs.
How to support a growing number of carers in the workforce, thereby helping them to
manage a positive work-life balance and motivating them to stay engaged with the business,
is a key issue for many employers.

start and finish times, working from home or part-time
working, can be arranged on either a short-term, unplanned
basis as emergencies or situations arise, or as part of a
long-term working structure, to suit regular hospital
appointments, for example. These can be arranged on
either a formal or informal basis.
Flexible working can also tie in to flexible-leave
arrangements, which could include a carers’ leave
or an emergency leave policy. Employers could
also give carers the opportunity to buy and sell
holiday days.
Andrew West, human resources
manager, reward and systems at the
Royal College of Nursing, which offers
emergency care leave, terminal care
leave, and occasional crisis leave

images: iStock

Provide flexibility
Flexibility should form the cornerstone for any policies that are designed to help
carers manage both their home and work lives. Sarah-Jane Butler, founder
and chief executive officer at Parental Choice, says: “The greatest gift an
employer could probably give a carer, whether it’s somebody with
young children, somebody with disabled children, or [eldercare]
responsibilities in terms of their
parents, is the ability to be
flexible with their time.”
Flexible-working
arrangements,
which could
include
varying
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for staff, says: “Those kind of workplace support mechanisms can be woven into the fabric of
the workplace quite easily. I don’t really see [a] flexible-working package as a benefit as such;
it’s more like a way for us to get the best out of the people we have.”
Royal College of Nursing employees with longer-term caring responsibilities can also make use
of the organisation’s Smart Working policy, which includes arrangements such as home working,
term-time working, temporary reduced hours, and job shares, among others.
Decreasing stress levels
This give and take between employees and employers can help to decrease stress levels
and the distraction of juggling work and home commitments, thereby supporting employee
motivation, performance and productivity. “Demonstrating that [employers] understand that
people have got lives and pressures outside of [work has] got to be a good tool for increasing
engagement and motivation,” says West.
Benefits that employers can make available to
their caring population include back-up or
emergency childcare, nursery places,
in-home care, or support in finding
childcare and eldercare. They
can also offer support through
employee assistance programmes
(EAPs) and helplines. Simple
adjustments such as permission to
keep a mobile phone to hand or a car parking space close
to the workplace so an employee can leave quickly in an
emergency, meanwhile, can make all the difference.
Internal networks, as well as signposts and access to
external networks, are also a useful way to help connect
carers within an organisation and provide a pool of peer
support that can be invaluable in engaging carers with their
employer. Katherine Wilson, head of Employers for
Carers, says: “People enjoy the peace of mind and the
feeling that they are not alone. It helps to make them
feel less vulnerable and that there are other people
who have been through a similar situation.”
Senior staff members who join in with the
network can also be viewed as role models,

Viewpoint
Kirstie Axtens is head of employer
services at Working Families
Working Families published the 2017
Modern Families Index in January. This
found that one in five parents and
carers who are working full time are
putting in five extra weeks a year,
the equivalent of their annual holiday allowance, in
unpaid work. They are stressed and burnt out.
Disappointingly, over 40% of working parents and
carers we spoke to have felt the need to bend the truth
to their employer about family life conflicting with
work. Nearly half would not feel confident talking to
their employer about placing boundaries around work.
Unsurprisingly, over a third feel resentful towards their
employer about their work-life balance.
If this is how they are feeling, how can they best
be supported in the workplace, not least so they are
motivated and engaged? It is vital that employers
create a ‘safe’ environment where parents and carers
feel confident talking about work-life issues without
worrying that it will create a negative impression.
Viable options for flexible working are key. We must
move beyond flexibility as ‘exceptional’, an unwelcome
imposition that hinders getting the job done. A healthy
dose of realism when it comes to what can be done in
the hours available is crucial. Managers should ensure
work is designed in a way that helps both employers
and employees find a good work-life fit.

Case study | Carillion

89%

of employer respondents
want greater emphasis and
encouragement from the
government towards the
provision of employee
benefits for carers (Source: Jelf
Employee Benefits, January 2017)

83%
of employer respondents
do not think they are
aware of all employees
who act as carers in their
non-work time (Source: Jelf

Employee Benefits, January 2017)

Carillion Working Mums Network gives carers a community and voice
Multinational facilities management and construction services organisation Carillion
launched its Working Mums Network as an affinity group in November 2012, to create
a vocal community for working mothers in the business’s UK branch as part of a wider
diversity and inclusion strategy.
With approximately 300 members, the Working Mums Network was the first of its
kind in Carillion, connecting working mothers within the business through an internal
social media network, email distribution list, face-to-face meetings and regional
networking events. The group also arranges speaker events, with senior management
from within the business delivering talks on their experiences as working parents. It
also plays a pivotal role in leadership decisions that may affect working mothers, for
example, its was asked to present a proposal for an enhanced maternity leave policy.
Katarina Fidler, head of innovation, building
at Carillion and founder of the Working Mums
Network, says: “The network has been
instrumental in developing proposals and
supporting the senior management team
with policy changes, which is basically
capturing the voice of the employee and
feeding it into the management decisions,
which is really powerful.”
Carillion won the Workingmums.co.uk
2016 Top Employer award for family support
(pictured right).
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demonstrating that caring responsibilities do not have to
impact on career success within an understanding work
environment, adds Wilson.
Workshops or seminars on subjects such as managing and
reducing stress, and general health and wellbeing, can prove
popular in tackling specific areas that carers may struggle with,
not only providing relevant and useful information, but acting
to signpost internal policies or benefits that could be utilised
by carers.
Carers champions, meanwhile, can raise awareness that
caring responsibilities are viewed as an important issue
within the workplace, while also providing an extra touch
point for affected staff who perhaps do not feel confident
or comfortable discussing their personal situation with their
line manager.
Providing effective policies and tools to support working
carers can also create ambassadors for the business, says Alex
Bennett, principle in the Positive Ageing team at Mercer.
“There is a strong opportunity [for employers] if [they] can
support something the right way. [They] can engage [with
employees] on a level that is very deep and very
personal, and [employers] get a very strong
ambassador for [the] business,” he adds.

38%
of carer respondents are
uncomfortable discussing
caring in the workplace
(Source: Carers UK, June 2016)

35%
of carer respondents do not
feel that their employer
understands their caring role
(Source: Carers UK, June 2016)

and activities can also serve as an opportunity
to raise awareness. Organisations can also
provide employees with information
about how they can support their
home-life commitments through
channels such as the intranet,
staff training and inductions.
Family-friendly events,
such as family parties in the
workplace or bring-your-childto-work days can also help
employers and colleagues
to better understand
employees’ specific caring
responsibilities. This can
further demonstrate the
wide range of family
situations that can exist
among a workforce.

Importance of attitude
As boundaries between home and work
lives blur, it is important for employers
to understand issues outside of the
workplace that could impact employee
motivation, engagement and
wellbeing. Recognising that no two
caring situations are the same and
that assumptions cannot be made
about a group as diverse as carers
is vital when creating and
implementing caring policies.
Line-manager training is also
key to engaging carers at work
because they are often the first
port of call if an employee needs
help accommodating caring
responsibilities. “A line manager
may not feel wholly equipped to
deal with an issue if they have
not come across it before,” says
Employers for Carers’ Wilson.
“Communication, including caring
scenarios and case studies, is
very important as part of wider
line-manager education.”
In some cases, providing flexibility and
making small adjustments can be a more viable
and valued solution than having a physical financial
spend on a token scheme, adds West. Flexibility, in
terms of both mindset and practicalities, can help to
give carers the freedom at work to manage caring
responsibilities alongside other commitments.
Open communication
Creating a workplace culture that allows for open
conversations around caring is key. “If [employees] can
have the conversation early, something can often be
put in [place] that can support [them], and it means the
business retains the key talents and skills of the person,”
says Wilson.
National events, such as Carers Week, can be a useful
way for organisations to highlight the support available
to carers, although wider health and wellbeing events

“IF EMPLOYEES
CAN HAVE THE
CONVERSATION
EARLY, SUPPORT
CAN OFTEN BE
PUT IN PLACE”

Strategic thinking
A strategy to motivate and
engage carers in the
workplace should centre
around providing flexibility and
support that enables employees
to enjoy a fruitful career alongside
caring responsibilities. Demonstrating
understanding, as well as access to
benefits that support the physical and
mental wellbeing of carers, can help these
employees feel recognised and valued at work.
As Bennett says: “If you can get engagement, it
opens up a whole new world of areas [of] difference.
If you think about somebody who [currently] doesn’t
have a working carer commitment, but they’ve been
introduced into that world and they’ve seen the
issues that colleagues might be facing, [that can
create engagement]. When we get that level of
engagement and we’re keen to show them surprising
and innovative things, that grabs people’s attention.
The same thing applies for an employer, if they
address this issue with their employees, they find
that people come forward with some very personal
and engaging stories and then the solutions that
they might find people have deployed are surprising,
innovative and grab people’s attention.”
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pensions

Build beyond
the minimum

Need to know
• Setting differing contribution levels within a
workplace pension arrangement allows employees
to select what they can afford to put aside.

Setting a strong contribution structure can
positively impact upon retirement income

• Benchmarking against other organisations within
the same industry enables employers to set
sector-competitive pension contributions.
• Employers with a paternalistic outlook could
consider setting a higher minimum contribution
level to help staff achieve desired outcomes.

@

Read also

How to re-engage staff with retirement
saving
bit.ly/2kNPivE

Katie Scott | Reporter
Employee Benefits

All employees will have an idea in mind of the lifestyle they wish to have in retirement. For
many, however, their dreams will remain exactly that, with retirement pots failing to provide
sufficient income to fulfil their plans.
So with more employees now members of a defined contribution (DC) workplace pension
scheme post-auto-enrolment, how to design and implement a contribution structure to
positively impact employees’ retirement incomes is a challenge for organisations.
Matching contributions is one of the most common types of contribution structures. The
employer will contribute a set percentage into an individual’s pension scheme depending on
the level that the employee contributes. Matching can be done on a one-for-one, two-for-two
or a double-match basis, or up to a set maximum level. Matching structures are now often
implemented across two levels; one at the auto-enrolment minimum and one at a higher
rate for employees who wish to contribute more into their pension pot.

An attractive contribution structure can also be used as a
recruitment tool. Alan Ritchie, head of employer and trustee
proposition at Standard Life, says: “Pensions is one of the
benefits levers [employers] can pull to try and attract [a
particular] type of audience to [the] business.”
If the pension scheme can help staff to reach their target
retirement outcome, this can build loyalty and help to position
the organisation as a great place to work.
Competitive sector benchmarking can also be used to

Minimise opt-out
Other structure types include a non-contributory approach, where the employer pays both the
employee and employer minimum contributions, usually as a way to minimise staff opting out
of the scheme. However, these may not always be as effective at engaging staff with pension
saving as a matching contribution scheme, says Mark Pemberthy, proposition director, benefits
consulting at JLT Employee Benefits.
“In a non-contributory pension scheme, the employee is getting free contributions
[and] there’s a risk that they don’t value them as much than if they are having to
pay a little bit,” he says. “So I think it’s [about] greater awareness and greater
actual value on contributions compared to non-contributory pension schemes,
where potentially there is a risk that they just get taken for granted.”
In order to find the middle ground and ensure contribution levels are
affordable for staff, some employers have reversed the minimum contribution
levels required under auto-enrolment so the organisation pays the higher
of these. Dale Critchley, pensions technical manager at Aviva, says: “I was
involved with a retailer, which made the decision that it would reverse the
employer-employee contributions that were due [under] auto-enrolment,
so rather than the employee having to pay 5% and the employer 3%, it
would change that so the employee paid 3% and it would pay 5%. That
[was due to] the corporate culture.”
Contribution structures can also be based around length of service, pay, or
seniority within the business, however, these have seen a fall in popularity.
“Those kinds of designs don’t really sit with the way that most organisations
reward their employees,” says Pemberthy. “We see more organisations moving
towards a flat hierarchy of benefits where everyone gets the same irrespective of
seniority. From a communication and fairness point of view, that can be a really
strong message from the employer.”
Getting contribution structures and levels right can deliver a return on investment.
Employees who opt for a higher matching contribution level to take advantage of the increased
employer contribution are likely to be more engaged, and value their pension as a benefit.
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Case study | Nationwide Building Society
Nationwide Building Society introduces higher default pension
contribution level to improve retirement outcomes for staff
Nationwide Building Society updated its
defined contribution (DC) group personal
pension (GPP) plan to default 12,000
scheme members on to a higher
contribution rate.
Nationwide found that the majority
of its DC members had opted to pay
the minimum contribution of 4%, which
attracted a 9% employer contribution for
staff with more than two years’ service and 5% for those who had been with the business
for less than two years. Just 9% of members had chosen to increase their personal
contribution above this level.
To improve employees’ retirement savings and ensure all members took advantage of
the maximum employer contribution available, Nationwide decided to re-design its core
contribution level to which employees are defaulted. As a result, it increased this to 7%
employee contribution. The higher default level was implemented in January 2016, with a
new core employer contribution rate of 13% subsequently introduced in September last
year. If employees want to opt down and return to paying lower contributions, they have
the opportunity to do so during a flexible benefits election window between October
and November. Every year, the contribution level re-sets to the core default level so
employees have to make an active decision. In January 2017, 84% of DC scheme
members remained at the higher contribution level.
Ian Baines, head of pensions at Nationwide, says: “We felt if our employees were not
likely to be on track for a good pension outcome at retirement, that wasn’t a good thing
for us as a responsible, good employer. We felt the right thing to do was to pay [a higher]
contribution into their pension so they had that good outcome.”

determine the right contribution structure and level for an organisation. Often, employers in the
same sector will use pension arrangements as an attraction and retention tool for the same pool
of employees. Benchmarking will typically be carried out by a consultancy or using industry data.
However, some organisations are now adopting a best-of-brand approach to benchmarking,
says Tony Britton, head of DC solutions at Aon Hewitt. This involves organisations benchmarking
against premium or aspirational brands, rather than those within their own industry, to utilise
approaches to benefits from other sectors. Benchmarking against brands that employees know
and trust can be a positive message to give to staff, however, it could also lead to a higher
benefits spend than may be typical within a specific organisation’s sector.
Var ying contributions
Contribution structures can vary between sectors. Critchley says: “If the sector is offering a
[professional] career, [employers] will be more concerned about the attraction and retention of
staff until a later age and, therefore, will offer generally higher contribution rates than sectors
that traditionally have a higher turnover of individuals or a much younger workforce.”
When setting pension contribution rates, employers should take into account factors such as
industry benchmarking standards, what the organisation and individuals can afford to contribute,
and how the organisation views its pension scheme, for example, is it viewed as an asset to
attract and retain staff or more as a cost to be borne? This could influence whether employers
promote minimum levels of contribution under auto-enrolment or opt to set levels above this.
Employers should also consider factors such as creating an adequate retirement provision for
staff, workplace union influences, feedback from staff focus groups and other benefits that staff
may value alongside a pension. Britton adds: “The employer might not try to be the ‘best payer’
but aim to be paternal, giving employees a great package that recognises their long-term needs.”
The importance attached to deciding what percentage to set as a scheme’s minimum
contribution level should not be overlooked. Human nature means a number of employees
will inevitably default to this level, so ensuring it is adequate is vital. Lee Hollingworth, partner
and head of DC consulting at Hymans Robertson, says: “We have to watch out for the power
of inertia. Employees find pensions quite complex and it’s difficult to get them away from
wherever they’re defaulted to. The power of default is so important.”
Employers that want to take a paternalistic approach

Viewpoint
Tim Gosling is policy lead: DC,
at the Pensions and Lifetime
Savings Association (PLSA)
With the 2017 review of automaticenrolment approaching, the Pensions
and Lifetime Savings Association
(PLSA) spent 2016 researching
adequacy in pension saving. Together with Hymans
Robertson, we used data on pension wealth and other
savings to build a picture of what retirement incomes
could be for the population, assuming that automaticenrolment proceeds as planned. To get an idea of how
the future could be different, we also modelled higher
contribution rates and later retirement dates.
What we found has real implications for those
designing in-house defined contribution (DC) scheme
contribution structures. Our initial assumption was
that a wide range of demographic factors would
drive retirement saving adequacy. In fact, age emerged
as the critical demographic factor with others much
less important.
Our modelling showed that the millennial generation
would be likely to get to a good replacement rate with
a 12% DC contribution rate, assuming that they are
willing to work longer. We assumed that to be five
years beyond state pension age. We also found that
about half of the generation closest to retirement
were likely to achieve an adequate retirement income,
mainly due to the presence of defined benefit (DB)
arrangements among that population more than
any difference made by DC saving.
For the middle generation, where DB entitlement
is less common and where DC histories are less
developed, the future looks tougher. Contribution
structure design will need to take account of a cohort
aged between their mid-30s and mid-50s, for whom
retirement saving is frequently not on track. While it
is going to be hard to alter this trajectory, any
additional saving is very likely to be good saving
for this cohort. They may not be likely to achieve a
replacement rate of two-thirds of median income but
higher contribution rates may bring this generation
closer to that target.

to pensions, for example, could set a scheme’s minimum
contribution level above that required under auto-enrolment
to help staff achieve a better retirement income.
As a result of the auto-enrolment contribution escalation
that is due to take place during 2018 and 2019, some
employers may decide to start changing their contribution
structures now. Employees could then step up their
contributions at a slower, more affordable pace. The
mandatory changes include an increase to 3% employee
contribution and 2% employer contribution between 6 April
2018 and 5 April 2019, followed by an additional increase to
5% employee contribution and 3% employer contribution from
6 April 2019 onwards.
With more employees now on course not to achieve their
desired income in retirement, setting appropriate contribution
structures to encourage good savings habits is vital
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motivation
& recognition

Going the
distance

Need to know
• Long-service awards can form part of a wider
employee motivation and recognition strategy.

Are long-service awards still relevant and
valued in the modern workplace?

• Recognition dates have become more frequent,
with some employers now celebrating employee
service annually.
• Long-service awards have developed to offer
personalised gifts for staff, such as e-gift cards,
rather than a pre-determined reward.

@

Top five long-service awards for employees
bit.ly/1Rfv45R

Long-service awards have traditionally been used as a motivation and retention tool, typically
celebrating employees that remain with an organisation for 10-, 15- or 20-plus years, as part
of a job-for-life culture. However, with employees now moving jobs more frequently than in
previous generations, are long-service awards still relevant? And is this type of reward still
valued by employees?
Long-service awards are most effective when integrated and aligned with a motivation
strategy, or as part of a wider employee value proposition,
rather than treated as a standalone benefit. Bill Alexander,
chief executive officer at Red Letter Days for Business, says:
“It’s still a day [the employer] can do something special on, but
it’s got to be part of a much bigger portfolio of work.”
Alexander uses the analogy of Valentine’s Day: a couple
cannot build a relationship solely on the basis of celebrating
Valentine’s Day, however, having a day of celebration as part
of the relationship can be beneficial. Applying this theory to
long-service awards, employers should regularly recognise
their staff, and use long-service awards to celebrate landmark
occasions and to encourage employees to talk about their
successes and achievements.
Marking the milestones
Recognition dates have generally now become more frequent,
with employers celebrating staff at milestones such as one,
three or five years of service.
In addition, technology is helping to streamline the
administration involved with long-service awards. This includes
more automated processes, such as digital reminders to line
managers about upcoming milestones among their reports,
as well as more software-based options to help communicate
recognition, making use of employee forums, hubs and staff
intranet sites.
Employers are now putting more effort into tailoring their
long-service offering to ensure it is relevant for their workforce,
says Iain Thomson, director of incentive and recognition at Sodexo Benefits and Rewards
Services. This could include conducting a review or gaining employee feedback to see what staff
would value, what they expect to receive, and how they want to be recognised.
Jamie Clarke, incentives and motivation product manager at Edenred, says: “Every employee
likes to receive recognition in different ways and it’s not a one size fits all. For employers to
maximise the benefit that the individual is going to get, it does need to be tailored and
consider that individual.”
Long-service awards are also more likely to be steered, led and communicated by direct
line managers to provide a more personalised approach to recognition, adds Clarke. “It will
be a personalised celebration rather than financial remuneration,” he says.

Tailoring a long-service award can be achieved through
the communication surrounding it, as well as the gift
presented. For example, communications could include a
presentation in front of peers, a formal announcement that
is initiated by HR but includes input from a line manager, via
email, during a one-to-one meeting or through social media
platforms where other
employees can comment
and contribute.
Rewards should also
offer flexibility and choice
for the employee. Popular
gifts include instore
vouchers, multi-choice
high street vouchers for
retail stores, e-gift cards
and experiences. A gift
that employees can access
and use immediately suits
modern consumer culture,
says Anthony Mortimer,
business incentives
manager at House
of Fraser for Business.
iStock

Katie Scott | Reporter
Employee Benefits

Read also

Greatest gift
Often, employees may
place greater value on the
fact that they are receiving a
gift rather than the physical
gift itself, with smaller, less
expensive rewards, such as
an extra day of holiday, also
becoming more common. For employees who do achieve a
longer term of service, such as 25 years or more, an evening
event or dinner can prove to have a more substantial impact
on employee motivation.
Although employees now tend to move organisations more
frequently than in previous generations, long-service awards
still have a role to play in benefits strategies; after all,
recognising the time and effort that employees contribute
to an organisation can be an integral tool in attracting and
retaining key talent
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share
schemes

Need to know
• Employers need to find out what communication
methods are preferred by their workforce.
• Digital communications continue to be popular,
and augmented reality is now also being used
to promote and engage employees with
share schemes.
• More employers are supporting employees with
financial education around share schemes.

@

Read also

Top tips on using share schemes to engage
staff with business performance
bit.ly/2bukvzf

Speak the
same language
Share schemes rely upon effective and informed
communications from employers

Ty n a n B a r t o n | F e a t u r e s e d i t o r
Employee Benefits

The communication methods used in share schemes are evolving as quickly as in any other
industry; while messages and information were previously predominantly paper-based,
employers now favour online and digital methods to inform and engage employees. A third
(33%) of employees prefer to receive benefits communications via email alerts compared to
18% that prefer leaflets and guides, according to Capita’s Employee insight report 2016-17,
published in October 2016. However, there are some key factors employers need to consider.
One of the most important things an employer needs to ascertain for a communications
exercise is the target audience. Phil Ainsley, managing director of employee services at

Equiniti, says: “There are so many different ways of
communicating with people that unless [employers] have
a little background, [they’re] not going to find out the best
time to deliver the message and get through to people in
the right way.”
For example, face-to-face talks to a dispersed workforce
across multiple locations can be difficult to organise, and
organisations may have large numbers of employees that are
mobile and may not have regular access to an intranet site.
Employers can work with providers and use their
management information (MI) to ascertain which methods
have worked in the past and how employees consume
information. “How many [employees] access an intranet site
or online portals?” says Ainsley. “We know how many times
they use it, how many pages they look at, and what devices
they use. All of that can be tracked and it tells [us] the best
ways of getting in front of people.”
The means through which employers communicate share
schemes to employees continue to evolve. Ashley Price, head
of share plans at YBS, says: “The direction of travel is towards
digital, everything is going more and more online. However,
there are some organisations that still have a requirement for
paper [communications] and for making [these] available.”
For example, blue-collar industry sectors will retain an
element of paper-based communication because the
workforce is not regularly in front of a computer, says Price.
For communication to be effective, employers must also
continue to bear the audience in mind when it comes to the
methods through which employees can apply to join a share
scheme. Gabbi Stopp, head of employee share ownership at
Proshare, says: “Paper definitely isn’t dead in the water, we
see the number of paper applications remaining very low
but steady. I think that reflects the fact that some people
prefer to use paper, and some don’t have any other option.”
Email is one of the most common forms of communication,
both to inform employees that a share scheme is opening
and that they will be receiving an invitation to join. Mobile
communication is fast becoming the norm though, simply
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schemes

because that is how most
employees consume
information in their daily
lives. “That’s the route most
[employers] want to go down
because it’s a lot cheaper to
communicate in that way and
it’s a lot quicker,” says Ainsley.
One of the biggest
developments in recent years
has been the introduction of
the use of augmented reality
(AR). Using technology similar
to that of games such as
Pokemon Go, AR overlays
graphics, videos and links
onto images of the real
world. This technology can be used to promote and engage employees with benefits.
Other app functions can also be utilised to further engage staff, such as a calendar function,
which can automatically send a reminder when the invitation to join the share scheme is open.
Employers cannot ignore the power of physical reminders, says Karen Bolan, head of
engagement at AHC. “There are lots of
opportunities around the workplace; lots
of big posters, banners, a surgery with an
HR manager where [employees] can ask
questions, and wraps for columns,” she
says. “They can prompt people to go to a
visual space, and using things such as QR
[quick-response] codes on posters is a
great way of getting people in to that
digital space.”
Meanwhile, as employers continue
to see the value in financial education
programmes, share plans will take more
prominence in these, says Price. “More
employers are becoming much more aware
of the need to provide a level of financial
education for their employees so they don’t just leave them out in the cold, and support them
with the decisions they take,” he says.
The wellbeing aspect of supporting employees with financial concerns will also increase, adds
Stopp. “There will be more [employers] using financial education and delivering that around their
plan communications,” she explains

“THE DIRECTION
OF TRAVEL IS
TO DIGITAL,
EVERYTHING IS
GOING MORE AND
MORE ONLINE”

Case study | JLL

Viewpoint
Malcolm Hurlston is chairman at
the Employee Share Ownership
(Esop) Centre
Life is a busy place and our attention
is at a premium as we are assailed by
nudges, prompts and messages, virtual
and real. It is the same for employees
only more so: share plans account for a fraction of
what interests them.
Yet from an organisation’s point of view, other than
looking good, share plans only work if employees
appreciate them. So employers have to communicate
to make them worth the investment.
It is well known that reward is what makes people
happy at work. Share plans are an obscure reward,
so call for more effort.
One size certainly does not suit all. Employees need
to be wooed according to their own status, interest and
taste. Total personalisation is too expensive, of course,
but it should always be the theoretical goal.
From the share plan, employees need to understand
the organisation cares about them, even the boss; that
the share price is a shared interest among all and that
working smarter should make everybody better off.
There are no best ways of communicating. It depends
critically on the organisation and its staff. But take a
lesson from PR where third-party endorsement is the
bee’s knees. What other people say influences more
than a top-down message.
Employers should, therefore, get employees to carry
the message to other employees and find respected
third parties to say the right things.
Finally, the democratic right to vote as a shareholder
is worth promoting. It gives an importance over and
above material reward to the share scheme story.
It may be boring to administer but share schemes
need flights of fancy and inspiration, as well as
worked examples.

JLL engages employees with sharesave scheme through digital communications
Professional services firm JLL is moving away
from paper-based means of communicating its
share schemes to online methods, to better
reflect the ways its employees carry out the
majority of their work and personal transactions.
With 4,000 employees across four divisions,
JLL currently has 1,000 members saving into a
three-year sharesave scheme and 130 saving
into a five-year scheme.
Sarah Ruggles, head of pensions and
benefits at JLL, says: “The vast majority of
our employees are online, so we know we
can effectively communicate via email. They’re
all fairly sophisticated and predominantly
professionals, so are very accustomed to
transacting over the internet.”
The move is also part of the organisation’s

sustainability aim to improve its carbon
footprint and not rely on paper copy.
When a sharesave scheme matured in 2015,
JLL moved the maturity process online and
launched an interactive online guidance
brochure and webinars. Previously, JLL offered
face-to-face sessions and paper booklets.

JLL has since continued to use online
communication methods. Ruggles says: “This
year we put our launch process entirely online,
with an online brochure and online capability to
go straight on to [provider] YBS’s website and
apply for the options and savings account.
“We have significant take-up, so the
information webinars on launch are aimed at
new people, although we are seeing existing
savers joining, just to update their knowledge.”
The key message JLL wants to communicate
to employees is that the sharesave schemes
offer them a stake in the business. “It’s about
taking a stake in the [organisation] and being
involved in the business, and we feel that that
engages people more in what they’re doing,”
says Ruggles.
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Bedell Trust is evolving

We are building upon our strong
heritage, reputation and capabilities.
We are focusing our expertise and
culture to shape a dynamic new business.

Dedicated to enabling our clients
to get the most out of their wealth,
assets and time, we remove complexity
and uncertainty.

We are a corporate and ﬁduciary services
provider, recognised for driving success
for our clients in corporate, fund, real
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One business, aligned behind a single
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Growing
together

At a glance | Metro Bank
Metro Bank opened its first branch in 2010, the first new
high-street bank in the UK for over 100 years. It oﬀers retail
and commercial banking services, and its stores are open
seven days a week, from 8am to 8pm on week days. Its
London contact centre is open 24/7. Metro Bank has
2,700 employees, 60% of which are aged 30 or under.
It has a 50:50 gender split.

Metro Bank wants to keep
employees aligned with its growth

@

Read also

Hays highlights importance of wellbeing
through benefits proposition
bit.ly/2lGsnTk

Ty n a n B a r t o n | F e a t u r e s e d i t o r
Employee Benefits

Still a fairly recent addition to the high street, Metro Bank opened its first branch in 2010 and
was one of the first high-street banks to open in the UK for over 100 years.
Its employee base has grown steadily year on year to reach 2,700 employees, but with rapid
growth a typical way of life, the retail and business bank expects this number to reach 3,000 by
the end of 2017. A key differentiator in Metro Bank’s operations is the convenience it offers
through its longer store opening hours: seven days a week, from 8am to 8pm on week days.
A breakthrough moment in its growth journey saw Metro Bank list on the London Stock
Exchange in March 2016. Danny Harmer, chief people officer, says: “The sense of achievement
for everybody at Metro Bank of it being a fantastic milestone on our journey from start-up to
being [an organisation] that is listed on the FTSE 250 is absolutely amazing.”
Going through the annual reward review cycle at Metro Bank is an opportunity for the
reward team to emphasise
the culture of the
organisation and the role that
benefits play in this. Harmer
says: “The great thing about
working here, what’s unique
about us in terms of what
we offer [employees], is the
fantastic growth and career
opportunities because we are
growing so fast in a culture
that is very enabling and
inclusive, and if it’s right for
[the employee] then it’s a
fantastic place to work. Then,
on top of that, we offer a fair
salary, pension, variable [pay]
and benefits.”
A key aim within Metro
Bank’s culture is to clearly
and simply keep employees
aligned to the organisation
and its growth, explains
Harmer. “The main way
we do that from a reward
perspective is through
our share options so that
everyone feels part of
the organisation and
like an owner, a sort of
partnership,” she says.
“This is a growth model,

we invest for growth and therefore we see profit as something
that is a reward for doing our jobs well. In a growth
organisation, the value of the [organisation] will grow and
therefore [the] share price will increase. So options are the
best way of enabling people to share in the success and
the growth of the [organisation].”
Share options
Its share options plan, MShares, is administered by Equiniti. All
transactions are settled through payroll to alleviate employees’
worries about tax returns. Metro Bank informs employees
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Business objectives
• To create fans by oﬀering the bank’s customers a
diﬀeren ated service.
• Opening more stores to increase its retail footprint.

about the details of the share options, and its other reward
and benefits schemes, through video e-learning, and its own
employee version of Wikipedia, Metropedia.
The share options vest over a five-year period because
Metro Bank wants employees to appreciate, and feel part of,
the bank’s growth story. It also feeds into the organisation’s
overall mission of creating ‘fans’, says Harmer. This mission
comes from the bank’s founder, Vernon Hill, whose central
idea is that fans, not just customers, are essential to a growth
organisation, and that great customer experience is at the
heart of operations.
Performance levels
This mission helps to shape the bank’s variable pay model.
The variable reward, which comprises a cash bonus and share
options, is calculated by the organisation’s performance, as well
as an employee’s seniority, personal behaviours and delivery.
Metro Bank’s aim
of providing
great customer
experience in its
branches stems
from its people
strategy of
aligning reward
with behaviours
and delivery.
“We’re very
clear that the
[employees] in
our stores don’t
have sales or
product targets,”
says Harmer. “This is absolutely a bonus, not an incentive. If
[we] want customers to have the right outcomes, [we] need to
make sure that [we’re] not giving [employees] a different
message to that, or a confusing message by the way that [we]
build any incentive or reward schemes, so we don’t.”
Metro Bank offers employees a bonus exchange scheme
whereby they can exchange 25%, 50%, 75% or all of their cash
bonus before tax for additional share options. “Over a quarter,
by amount, of our bonuses switch into share options and it
gives [employees] a chance to share more in the growth of
the [organisation],” says Harmer.
The organisation is clear in its communication of the scheme
to ensure employees fully understand they are exchanging
cash for a share option. “We are very transparent and
straightforward with people about it,” says Harmer.

“SHARE OPTIONS
GIVE STAFF
A CHANCE
TO SHARE
IN THE GROWTH
OF THE
ORGANISATION”

Promoting healthy lifestyles
Metro Bank partners with Vitality to provide private medical
insurance (PMI) and takes advantage of the rewards it offers
alongside this in order to promote healthy lifestyles. This
includes giving employees a higher level of excess for good
wellbeing habits, such as recording a target number of steps
through an activity tracker, or buying healthy food and taking

Benefits
Pension and
group risk
■ Group personal pension
plan. Contribution levels
are set according to
seniority, starting at 3%
employee contribution
and 6% employer
contribution, then rising
to 4% and 8%, with a
maximum 5% employee
and 10% employer
contribution.
■ Life assurance.
Healthcare
and wellbeing
■ Private medical insurance
with the option for all
employees to trade up or
down. Employee-paid for
entry-level employees;
cover for employee only,
employer-paid for the next
level; then employee plus
partner, employer-paid;
and employee plus family,
employer-paid.
■ Flu jabs.
■ Discounted gym
membership.
■ Employee assistance
programme.
■ Member of Bank Workers
Charity.

Career history
Danny Harmer, chief people officer,
Metro Bank
Danny Harmer, chief people officer,
joined Metro Bank in 2012. Previously,
Harmer held the HR director role at
Barclays, Lloyds and Halifax. In
addition, she has held other roles
within these businesses, such as regional director
and operational roles. Harmer says: “I think it’s really
useful to have [held] business leadership roles in any
organisation, because you see how stuff lands on the
people and that’s really important: what impact is
that having in the business? It helps you to be more
practical and see it from your customer’s perspective.”
While regional director at Halifax, Harmer’s region
was ranked top in terms of its overall performance and
delivery one year; recognition that Harmer says is one
of the key achievements in her career so far. “The
feeling of achievement for the team was fantastic.
What it really shows is that if you do the right thing
with people, you can achieve sustainable fantastic
results for the customers and the business.”

Tr a v e l
■ Car allowance.
■ Season-ticket loans.
Work-life balance
■ Sixteen weeks’ shared
parental leave at full pay.
■ Childcare vouchers.
■ Flexible working.
■ Holiday for entry-level
roles starts at 23 days
and increases to 25 after
two full years’ service.
For other roles, it starts
at 25 days and increases
to 30 after two full
years’ service.
Pay and reward
■ Variable pay.
■ Bonus exchange scheme.
■ Share options.
Other benefits
■ Bikes for work.
■ On-site canteen.
■ Sports and social clubs.
■ Bank products.

part in health screens. For example, the provider will come on
site to Metro Bank and measure employees’ blood pressure or
test to prove they are not smoking, which boosts their Vitality
status. “It’s great from a health and wellbeing perspective, it
also engages people in the idea of looking after themselves,
which is clearly what we want them to do, both for themselves
and for the organisation,” says Harmer.
The bank also offers access to an employee assistance
programme (EAP) and the Bank Workers Charity, an
initiative that offers financial, physical, social or mental
wellbeing support to workers in the banking industry.
With a further 10 to 12 stores opening this year,
Metro Bank’s focus will clearly be set on driving customer
experience through its people, behaviours and culture
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buyer’s
guide

Small-screen
inspiration
Electronic motivation vouchers offer
ease of administration and delivery

@

Read also

More buyer’s guides
bit.ly/1irTZcZ

Statistics

37% 26%

Georgina Fuller |
Freelance journalist

iStock

Business-to-business (B2B) gift cards and vouchers have been growing in popularity over
the last few years, and well over half (60%) of the members of industry trade body the UK Gift
Card and Voucher Association (UKGCVA) reported sales growth in the first half of 2016.
From travel gift cards, to discount cards and gift cards that can be used with a wide range
of retailers, the vouchers often have a universal appeal to individuals of all ages.
More than half (54%) of the UK’s £5 billion gift card and voucher market is B2B, and much
of that is spent on employee reward, according to the UKGCVA.
Electronic
vouchers and cards
can be topped up
multiple times,
remotely and with
any value, typically
starting at £5. These
can then be spent
in-store or online
by their recipients,
making the reward
process much
more convenient.
Employers can
also choose to
use e-cards, which
are delivered
electronically and
can be of any value.
This is a cost-effective way to deliver motivation vouchers to staff because the employer pays
less than the face value of the reward, then benefits from the fact that there are no delivery
costs involved because the e-code is sent via email.
Alongside ease of administration and delivery, motivation vouchers can also be cost-effective
thanks to bulk-purchasing discounts, typically between 2.5% and 7.5%. Employers can choose to
take the saving or pass it on to the employee in the form of a greater reward.
Open and closed loop
Electronic cards and vouchers come in three forms: open-loop cards, which use payment
networks such as Visa or MasterCard and are accepted at multiple retailers; closed-loop cards,
which are redeemable at one specific retailer; and restricted-use cards, which can be used at
selected retailers.
To ensure this type of reward is truly motivational, it is important that employers consider their
workforce demographic by offering brands that meet the desires of recipients. If an employer
can tailor the type of voucher it offers, it can show it is truly celebrating individual employees.

of employee respondents
receive recogniঞon when
they do good work

of employees cite lack of
recogniঞon for good work
as a main grievance

(Source: Dragonfish, February 2017)

(Source: Perkbox, October 2016)

The facts
What are electronic moঞvaঞon vouchers?
Electronic motivation vouchers are electronic cards or
vouchers that have a monetary value. These can be
spent at a single store or at multiple retailers.
Where can employers get more informaঞon?
The UK Gift Card and Voucher Association at
www.ukgcva.co.uk.
Who are the main providers?
Edenred, Grass Roots, Love2reward, Next Jump, Ovation
Incentives, People Value, Personal Group, Red Letter Days,
Reward Gateway, SVM and The Voucher Shop.

Options include retail spending, travel and restaurant
vouchers, and experience days, such as spa days, trips to the
theatre or adventure activities. These are popular because of
their flexibility, but also because the recipient can include a
friend or family member in their reward.
A key development in the motivation card and voucher
market is the use of mobile devices, smartphones and tablets.
For instance, awards can be sent as e-codes via online devices
and then redeemed straight from the device in-store.
The shift from paper to card to electronic delivery continues
to gather momentum, as employers and providers adopt
technologies with greater efficiencies and cost benefits.
The benefits of electronic and virtual gift cards are
significant, including reduced fulfilment times, associated
costs and the added impact of receiving an instant reward
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confessions

One of life’s
great mysteries
Candid puts in the hours to stake out an
apparition from US head office

Read also

More confessions
bit.ly/1OgAv5U

writes something in his green Moleskine notebook.
To add to the stress, facilities has issued new ID
tags, which we have to use to swipe in and out on
each floor. That means we have to swipe out even
to go to the ladies room or the coffee machine.
I deduce that is so someone can log all our
comings and goings. If I allow myself to get a bit
more paranoid, it could even be someone with a
green notebook. I know what you are thinking:
what do I have to worry about? Well, to let you in
on a secret: I like to take a little power nap in the
ladies when it all gets too much. I hide in a cubicle
and rest my head against the wall. Five minutes,
that’s all. Now, if my every, er, movement is logged,
I won’t be able to do that without drawing the
attention of the first aider.
It gets worse. Big Bad Boss and I are getting in
before seven these days, which is quite ridiculous.
Mister Mystery is still here first. Does the man
never sleep? What is he doing? I am so tired I am
falling asleep by lunchtime but I daren’t even go for
a nap. Big Bad Boss is snappy and even Lazy Susan
is making more than the usual number of mistakes.
I decide to stay and see just what time Mister
Mystery goes home. I bring in some snacks and

“HE LOOKS AT HIS
APPLE WATCH
EVERY TIME LAZY
SUSAN MOVES”
an e-book to read on my computer and settle down
to some counter-surveillance. Mister Mystery finally
leaves after nine in the evening. Geez. The good
news is I have banked lots of hours on my ID card,
so perhaps I can slack off a bit if I really need to.
It’s not like Mister Mystery is very forthcoming.
Several people have tried to engage him in
conversation but he just answers bluntly. If I didn’t
see him eat a cheese sandwich at his desk at

Cameron Law

There is a mysterious new guy in our office. He’s
come from head office in the US and although he
appears to be from the senior management team,
for some strange reason he has pitched up with
us in HR, rather than sitting on the third floor
with the rest of the Higher Beings.
I don’t know anything about him, but I can tell
you this: he is, without doubt, a morning person.
Big Bad Boss and I, by unspoken agreement, arrive
in the office about five past nine. This week I have
been getting in extra early as I have some private
photocopying to do, but I have yet to find myself
sufficiently alone. Mister Mystery is always there
and he is getting on my nerves.
What is telling is that Big Bad Boss doesn’t know
who he is either and is clearly just as rattled. Even
Big Bad Boss has started arriving earlier in the
morning. I can’t stand coming in too long after
he’s had a chance to work himself up into a list of
demands, so I’ve been getting in earlier still. Yet,
Mister Mystery is always in first.
Big Bad Boss and I make a pact to start coming
in at eight but to no avail. Mister Mystery is always
there. He’s also always there in the evening.
Exhausted from the early start, I head out on Friday
afternoon at a normal time along with most of the
office. Mister Mystery looks pointedly at his Apple
watch and shows no sign of going anywhere
himself. I can’t help but wonder if he is doing
some kind of productivity study on us.
All of this is lost on Lazy Susan, of course. She
gets in at 10 as always and has a host of reasons
why she has to leave early, which she uses in strict
rotation. I don’t think she has done a day’s work
since she has been here, but it doesn’t seem to
matter. I envy her lack of concern. If I were to be
so slack, someone would have taken me aside long
ago. I did once try to talk to Lazy Susan about
punctuality, but she just calmly repeated the excuse
of the day and went back to what she was doing:
looking at Pinterest. Big Bad Boss turns a blind eye
to her hours, so I’ve stopped bothering. At least she
makes me look efficient by comparison.
Mister Mystery appears to have noticed though.
He looks at his watch every time Susan moves and

@

lunchtime, I’d say he was a robot. If it is not our
productivity he is working on, it must be the next
redundancy list. We already have a headcount and
hiring freeze, which is a sure sign that at least a few
heads will be cut. I feel like a sword is hanging over
me. I can hardly sleep at night; that is if I was home
long enough to even try.
Finally, one day, just as suddenly as he came,
Mister Mystery is gone. Luckily, no damning
productivity report comes to light, and if there
were redundancies they have been handled so
quietly even HR doesn’t know about them. We are
left to speculate about who he was. Could it be the
Higher Beings just didn’t want this obsessive
clock-watcher upstairs with them? Did Mister
Mystery really even work for our organisation?
Sadly, it seems Mister Mystery will forever
remain an enigma, but at least we can all go
back to normal hours
Next time... Candid visits the French office.
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